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MACINNES, HELEN. THE DOUBLE IMAGE : (A/F SPY 08). 1988. READ
BY: Marcella Britton. A novel of intrigue and espionage
that begins when a youg American encounters a former
professor who seems in shock becuase he has just seen a
supposedly dead Nazi walking the streets of Paris.
A-249
ALINE, COUNTESS OF ROMANONES. SPY WORE SILK : (A/NF SPY 09).
1994. READ BY: Dolores Rogers. A true story of royalty and
murder amid the shadowy back streets of Marrakech and the
lavish palaces of Casablanca to ensure the survival of
Morocco's King Hassan II. #3 IN ALINE SERIES.
B-080
BUCKLEY JR., WILLIAM F. WHO'S ON FIRST? : (A/F SPY 05). 1983.
READ BY: Francis Lewis. Assignment: Win the Satellite race.
Kidnap a man and a woman who can help the U.S. be first.
B-451
BALDACCI, DAVID. STONE COLD : (A/F SPY 09). 2007. READ BY:
Leigh Weimers. Oliver Stone, the leader of the mysterious
group that calls itself the Camel Club, is both feared and
respected by those who've crossed his path. The Camel Club
has won over some allies, but also formidable enemies,
including those in power who will do anything to prevent
Stone and his friends from uncovering the hidden, secret
work of the government. One by one, men from Stone's shadowy
past are turning up dead. Behind this slaughter stands one
man: Harry Finn. And with Finn, Stone may well have met his
match.
C-462
CUSSLER, CLIVE. THE SPY : (A/F SPY 11). 2010. READ BY: Richard
Herz. It's 1908 and international tensions are mounting as
the world plunges toward war. When a brilliant American
battleship gun designer dies in a sensational apparent
suicide, the man's grieving daughter turns to the Van Dorn
Detective Agency to clear her father's name. More deaths
occur and during the investigation it becomes clear that a
spy is killing off America's brightest technological minds
and they all connect to a secret project called Hull 44.
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CA-318
TUROW, SCOTT. PERSONAL INJURIES : (A/F SPY 09 & 04). 1999.
READ BY: Ken Howard. Robbie Feaver (pronounced "favor") is
a successful personal injury lawyer with a burgeoning
practice, a way with the ladies and a beautiful one (whom he
loves) dying of an irreversible illness.
CA-342
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE MATARESE COUNTDOWN : (A/F SPY 06). 1997.
READ BY: Stephen Lang. The Matarese Circle has been
resurrected by the grandson of the original group and he
plans to finish his grandfather's evil plans. Cameron Pryce,
CIA rookie, is on the case armed with several degrees and
languages, he sets off in a race against time to stop them.
CA-370
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------BROWN, DALE. STORMING HEAVEN : (A/F SPY 04). 1994. READ BY:
Robert Foxworthy. ABRIDGED. Terrorists are holding America
under seige. Their method is as ingenious as it is deadly:
Using commercial aircraft purchased from a failing domestic
airline, they deploy bombs out of a modified rear entry
stair on unsuspecting and critical targets.
CA-393
FOLSOM, ALLAN. DAY OF CONFESSION : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ
BY: Joe Mantegna. When L.A. entertainment lawyer Harry
Addison gets the call that his brother Danny has been killed
in a bus explosion in Italy, he rushes to Rome to bring the
body back home.
CA-470
COONTS, STEPHEN. DEEP BLACK : (A/F SPY 07). 2003. READ BY: J.
Charles. Charlie Dean is a former marine and currently
works for an organization within the NSA called Deep Black.
Charlie is dispatched to Russia to find out the real story
behind an American plane shot out of the sky by a MiG when
he and his team discover a plot to assassinate the Russian
president and overthrow the government.
CA-472
GRIFFIN, W.E.B.

LINE OF FIRE : (A/F SPY 02).
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Joel Higgins. ABRIDGED. Major Edward Banning, the Marine
in charge of one of the war's most clandestine operations
and discover the three brave men of Special Attachment 14,
who must carry out a hazardous resonnaissance mission while
stranded on a Pacific island held by the Japanese.
CB-330
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE HADES FACTOR : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ
BY: Joseph Campanella. Abridged. A teenage girl in
Atlanta, an Army major in California, a homeless man in
Boston, each dies horribly, with brutal suddenness, from the
devastating effects of a hitherto unknown viral agent. The
Army Medical Research Institute is called in to investigate,
but its chief investigator is threatened with his life to
drop the case.
CB-343
COONTS, STEPHEN. HONG KONG : (A/F SPY 04, 10 & 09). 2000. READ
BY: Michael Cumpsty. ABRIDGED. Admiral Jake Grafton
travels to Hong Kong to investigate a political money
raising scandal, accompanied by his wife Callie. Callie is
kidnapped by a rebel faction, and Jake must figure out whom
he can trust.
CB-418
AHERN, JERRY. ENTRAPMENT : (A/F SPY 03). 2000. READ BY: Alan
Zimmerman. Daniel Holden and his Patriots have hit the
subversive FLNA hard, knocking out their headquarters on an
exclusive resort island. But the FLNA's leader is readying a
horrifying plan, to assassinate America's President and
capture Holden. Now the enemy is a heartbeat away from
victory in North America, and being lured toward a fatal
trap is the one man who can save her.
CC-327
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE JANSON DIRECTIVE : (A/F SPY 14). 2002.
READ BY: Paul Michael. One of the world's greatest
philanthropists has been kidnapped by the Caliph who will
not negotiate. Paul Jansen, a US covert operative assembles
a crack extraction team, but he is running out of time.
CC-330
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LUDLUM, ROBERT and LYNDS, GAYLE. THE PARIS OPTION : (A/F SPY
08). 2002. READ BY: Paul Michael. Under the cover of
visiting his friend Marty Zellerbach, who was severely
injured when the Pasteur lab was destroyed, Covert One agent
Jon Smith flies to Paris to find the forces wielding the
computer. Following a trail that leads him across two
continents, Smith uncovers a web of deception that could
cost millions of lives and reshape the world.
CC-342
MARTINI, STEVE. THE LIST : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY:
Patricia Kalember. ABRIDGED. Abby Chandlis discovers that
literary agents, hitherto bored by her thriller, perk up
when she hides her authorship and attributes it to a male
writer. She hires Jack Jermaine, a man with dangerous good
looks and a shadowy past, to pose as the author. Trained by
the military to kill, his obsession is to end a blockbuster
book. Desperate to find a man to play the "role" of Gable
Cooper, Abby is about to toss in the towel when Jack forces
his way into her life and convinces her to make him her
"Gable Cooper.".
CC-398
GRUENFELD,LEE. ALL FALL DOWN : (A/F SPY 02). 1995. READ BY:
Frank Miller. Abridged. A brilliant extrotionist nicknamed
Captain Marvel has figured out how to make airline
navigational systems go haywire at will, holding hostage the
entire U.S. air traffic system and, in effect, the American
public.
CC-400
LINSEY, DAVID. THE COLOR OF NIGHT : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ
BY: Stanley Tucci. Behind Harry Strand is a career in
American intelligence that he wishes he could forget and a
wife, kiiled in an automobile accident, whom he can't stop
mourning. In spite of his past, Harry has managed to start a
new career as a successful art dealer in Houston.
CC-436
LEDWIDGE, MICHAEL. BAD CONNECTION : (A/F SPY 05). 2001. READ
BY: L.J. Ganser. A telephone repairman, who yearns for a
better life, eavesdrops on a conversation and makes a lot of
money with the information. However, when he listens to
another conversation describing a mass murder coverup, he
must make a decision that will involve him in a deadly web.
CD-238
LUDLUM,ROBERT.

TREVAYNE : (A/F SPY 03).
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Ludlum. ABRIDGED. At the wish of the President, Trevayne
undertakes an investigation into the secret government and
is swept up in a tidal wave of intrigue and danger beyond
the corridors of power.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------CD-310
HIGGINS, JACK. MIDNIGHT RUNNER : (A/F SPY 06). 2003. READ BY:
Patrick Macnee. Last surviving member of a British/Arab
family plots to assassinate the President of the United
States and several covert agents who were responsible for
her brother's death.
CD-323
CLANCY, TOM. GAMES OF STATE : (A/F SPY 04). 1996. READ BY:
John Rubinstein. ABRIDGED. In the newly unified Germany,
old horrors are reborn. It is the beginning of Chaos Days, a
time when neo-Nazi groups gather to spread violence and
resurrect dead dreams.
CD-342
GRIFFIN, W.E.B. THE FIGHTING AGENTS : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ
BY: Stephen Lang. ABRIDGED. It is early 1943. In the
Philippines, a ragtag American guerrilla army battles the
Japanese, under a most unusual commander.
CD-378
MILLER, JOHN RAMSEY. THE LAST FAMILY : (A/F SPY 04). 1996.
READ BY: Gerald McRaney. ABRIDGED. This harrowing tale of
suspense pits a former DEA agent against his worst
nightmare: a trained killer whose fury knows no bounds,
whose final target is the agent's own flesh and blood...
CD-395
KANON, JOSEPH. THE PRODIGAL SPY : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY:
Boyd Gaines. ABRIDGED. The Prodigal Spy is a story of
fathers and sons and loyalties that trascend borders, and of
a young man's search for the truth buried in his own past,
when a national drama was made personal and history itself
became a crime story.
CD-396
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FRIEDMAN, PHILIP. GRAND JURY : (A/F SPY 04). 1996. READ BY:
John Rubinstein. Susan Linwood and David Clark are
strangers when they are sworn in as grand jurors. They
become increasingly involved in the case, and with each
other, as prosecutor Dan Mahoney presents the drug
conspiracy case against two elderly and distinguished
Chinatown residents from whom the police have seized a
million and a half dollars tainted with heroin powder.
CE-287
FORSYTH, FREDERICK. ICON : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY:
Stephen Lang. ABRIDGED. Jason Monk, former CIA agent,
returns to Moscow to settle a personal score with the KGB
officer to stop the election of Igor Komarov.
CE-393
COONTS, STEPHEN. CUBA : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY: Richard
Gilliland. ABRIDGED. Rear Admiral Jake Grafton, hero of
six New York Times bestsellers, returns as the US and Cuba
engage in a terrifying game of brinkmanship, a high-risk
gamble that could break the last military taboo and destroy
both countries.
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CUSSLER, CLIVE. ATLANTIS FOUND : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY:
Stephen Lang. Dirk Pitt works for the National Underwater
and Marine Agency, the CIA of the ocean, as the Director of
Special Projects. Obsidian skulls from 9.000 years ago are
found in Antarctica, which was temperate at that time. These
ancient people predicted being struck by a comet that
destroyed their civilization. A similar disaster is being
predicted in present day by a group called the Fourth
Empire.
CF-387
KERR, PHILIP. ESAU : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY: David
Purham. Clinging to the southwest face of Annapurna, the
climber cuts another handhold. Suddenly everything goes
still, then the mountain roars, shaking loose its killing
load, tumbling the climber before it.
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CF-396
HYDE, CHRISTOPHER. A GATHERING OF SAINTS : (A/F SPY 02). 1996.
READ BY: Michael Page. ABRIDGED. Against the terror of the
Blitzkrieg strikes on London in 1940, a lone psychopath
stalks individual victims and kills them with methodical
precision.
CF-400
GRIFFIN, W.E.B. SPECIAL OPS : (A/F SPY 04). 2001. READ BY: Joe
Morton. In 1964, Cuban revolutionary Che Guevara went to
the Congo with 200 men, intent on establishing Castro style
communism in Africa and South America. Working with
President Mobuto, the Special Forces discredit and humiliate
Che and the Cuban troops.
CF-470
ROTH, PHILIP. OPERATION SHYLOCK, A CONFESSION : (A/F SPY 12).
1993. READ BY Fritz Weaver. Philip Roth has met his
double, an imposter, whose personal mission is to lead the
Jews OUT of Israel and back to Europe, a Moses in reverse
and a monstrous nemesis to the real Philip Roth.
CG-376
HENRICK, RICHARD P. ATTACK ON THE QUEEN : (A/F SPY 04). 1998.
READ BY: William Atherton. Aboard the majestic ocean liner
Queen Elizabeth II, the leaders of the most powerful nations
on earth meet for the first time ever to launch a new era of
peace and global cooperation.
CG-400
GRACE, TOM. SPYDER WEB : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY: Gregory
Harrison. Information: the most valuable commodity on
earth. International industrial espionage: the single
largest threat to a nation's economic security. The CIA's
response: an ambitious, secret project that will unleash the
greatest surveillance weapon ever created... The Spyder Web.
CG-419
SEYMOUR, GERALD. HARRY'S GAME : (A/F SPY 02). 1991. READ BY:
Derek Thompson. A British cabinet minister is gunned down
by an IRA assassin in the back streets of Belfast. An
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organization and get the killer.
CH-317
CLANCY, TOM. WITHOUT REMORSE : (A/F SPY 04). 1993. READ BY:
David Dukes. John Kelly, former Navy Seal and Vietnam
veteran, is still getting over the accidental death of his
pregnant wife, when he befriends a young woman with a
checkered past. Her involvement with a group of violent durg
traffickers leads ultimately to her death. Kelly goes on a
personal crusade to kill off the entire group.
CH-342
ISAACS, SUSAN. RED WHITE AND BLUE : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ
BY: John Shea. ABRIDGED. Clair Blair of Wyoming and Lauren
Miller of New York start out as strangers. They are drawn
together by an appalling hate crime and by their mutual
passion for justice.
CH-344
CLANCY, TOM. OP-CENTER: STATE OF SIEGE : (A/F SPY 2). 1994.
READ BY: Edward Herrmann. ABRIDGED. U.N. peacekeeping
soldiers become involved in activities on the wrong side of
the law. At the end of their tour of duty, they become rogue
soldiers and take over the U.N. demanding one hundred
million dollars to free their hostages.
CH-374
CLANCY, TOM. OP-CENTER: ACTS OF WAR : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ
BY: John Rubinstein. ABRIDGED. Op Center: Acts of War
takes place in Turkey where Kurdish terrorists have attacked
a dam inside the borders, a first step in forcing a war in
the Middle East. Unbeknownst to the Kurds, the Op Center can
see exactly what they are trying to do. However, the Kurds
understand more than anyone thought and go after the Op
Centerleading to a struggle of power.
CH-380
GRIFFIN, W. E. B. BEHIND THE LINES : (A/F SPY 02). READ BY: not
listed. ABRIDGED. A World War II story with crackling
Realism and Adventure. An Army officer and a corps of
Marines fight their way through the heart of Japanese
territory.
CH-381
MARTINI, STEVE. CRITICAL MASS : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY:
Jay O. Sanders. The United States is fat and happy, and on
the eve of the deadliest act of mass terrorism in history.
From the embers of Oklahoma City comes the specter of
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Critical Mass.
CH-391
CANNELL, STEPHEN J. THE PLAN : (A/F SPY 04). 1995. READ BY:
The Author. ABRIDGED. Ryan Bolt and Mickey Alo are friends
from prep school, but soon run into conflict. In the
emotional aftermath of his son's tragic death and the
breakup of his own marriage, Ryan Bolt's once skyrocketing
career as a TV writer/producer has crashed. In the
meanwhile, the mafia has made one of their own a
presidential candidate to use him as a puppet once he's in
Books Aloud Inc
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CH-500
RIEHL, GENE. QUANTICO RULES : (A/F SPY 07). 2003. READ BY:
David Colacci. As an FBI agent in charge of Special
Inquiries, Monk's job is to investigate the background of a
presidential nominee to the US Supreme Court. He is faced
with lies and a murder investigation.
CI-317
CLANCY, TOM. THE BEAR AND THE DRAGON : (A/F SPY 04). 2000.
READ BY: Frank Muller. The seduction of absolute power is a
driving force in The Bear and the Dragon. Jack Ryan, now
U.S. President, must engage in a game of wits trying to keep
one step ahead of Asian warlords and Russian thugs. Large
amounts of gold and oil are discovered in Siberia to add to
the rush for power.
CI-381
BROWN, DALE. CHAINS OF COMMAND : (A/F SPY 04). 1993. READ BY:
Robert Culp. Darren T. Mace is a radar navigator who has
been to the gates of hell and back during Operation Desert
Storm.
CI-394
HUNTER, STEPHEN. HOT SPRINGS : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY:
Jay O. Sanders. ABRIDGED. In the summer of 1946, the
hottest town in America is Hot Springs, Arkansas, a city of
legendary corruption. While the pilgrims take cure in the
mineralbaths, the brothels and casinos are the true source
of the town's prosperity.
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CI-484
FLEMING, IAN. THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN : (A/F MYS 01). 1965.
READ BY: Roger Blake. 007 is back in top form, loyal, and
at Her Majesty's service, Jame Bond must terminate the
deadliest, most g=brutal assassin in the world, Scaramanga,
a killer who shoots silver jackeded, gold core bullets from
a gold plated gun ... and never misses.
CJ-327
CHILDERS, ERSKINE. THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS : (A/F SPY 08).
1998. READ BY: Anton Lesser. Against the backdrop of the
Anglo/German Great Naval Race, Carruthers and his friend,
Davies, explore the Frisian Islands in the North Sea. Their
discovery of a carefully laid plan for the invasion of
England creates a spellbinding adventure story.
CJ-362
DEMILLE, NELSON & BLOCK, THOMAS. MAYDAY : (A/F SPY 04). 1979,
1998. READ BY: David Dukes. Twelve miles above the Pacific
Ocean, a missile strikes a jumbo passenger jet. The flight
crew is crippled or dead. Now, defying both nature and man,
three survivors must achieve the impossible.
CJ-379
JAMES, DONALD. MONSTRUM : (A/F SPY 02). 1997. READ BY: Michael
Cumpsty. ABRIDGED. Russia 2015: Nationalist forces have
finally defeated the Anarchist rebels; it is an uneasy
peace.
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COONTS, STEPHEN. DEEP BLACK: PAYBACK : (A/F SPY 08). 2005.
READ BY: J. Charles. Charlie Dean is a former marine and
currently works for an organization within the NSA called
Deep Black. His job is to infiltrate the ranks of Peruvian,
political power and derail a renegade general from acing an
election. The general has a nuclear weapon that only he can
control. This madman must be stopped.
CK-341
LUDLUM,ROBERT. THE MATARESE CIRCLE : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ
BY: Stephen Lang. ABRIDGED. The Matarese Circle, a shadowy
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grouping of the most ruthless terrorists in history, have
been responsible for countless assassinations and massacres
throughout the twentieth century. They can only be stopped
by a select two naturally sworn enemies, who are now forced
to work together, a CIA agent and a KGB agent.
CK-350
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE CRY OF THE HALIDON : (A/F SPY 04). 1996.
READ BY: Robert Foxworth. ABRIDGED. It's an offer Alex
McAuliff just can't refuse, two million dollars for a
geological survey of Jamaica's dark interior.
CK-353
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE PROMETHEUS DECEPTION : (A/F SPY 04). 2000.
READ BY: Frank Muller. Sweeping from America to Mideast,
Europe, Russia, China, and the deepest reaches of
cyberspace, The prometheus deception is classic Ludlum, a
world of murderous wheels within wheels where nothing and no
one are what they appear, and violence and sudden death lurk
around every corner.
CK-384
COONES, STEPHEN. FORTUNES OF WAR : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ
BY: Richard Gillilano. ABRIDGED. In Tokyo, a squad of
fanatic Japanese nationalists force their way into the
Imperial Palace and behead the emperor. It is the grisly
first move in a sinister conspiracy to take advantage of a
weakened Russia and invade Siberia for its oil. The goal?
World Domination. The price? A third world war.
CK-419
DEMILLE, NELSON. THE LION'S GAME : (A/F SPY 06). 2000. READ
BY: Boyd Gaines. Members of the elite Task Force, fighting
against terrorism, wait at New York's JFK Airport for a
passenger arrivng from Paris: an alleged Libyan terrorist
known as "The Lion." Everything is going as planned but it
soon becomes apparent that something is horribly, eerily
wrong.
CL-444
DU BRUL, JACK B. DEEP FIRE RISING : (A/F SPY 04). 2003. READ
BY: J. Charles. Geologist adventurer Philip Mercer returns
in his latest adventure, beginning beneath fabled Area 51
and propelling us to the edge of prophesied global
destruction.
CM-330
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------FOLLETT, KEN. HORNET FLIGHT : (A/F SPY 04 & 10). 2002. READ
BY: Byron Jennings or John Lee. ABRIDGED or UNABRIDGED.
Danish resistance attempting to get German radar information
to England to prevent destruction of allied bombers.
CM-367
CUSSLER, CLIVE & KEMPRECOS, PAUL. FIRE ICE : (A/F SPY 10).
2002. READ BY: Scott Brick. A mining tycoon in Russia is
attempting to overthrow the shaky government, and to keep
the Americans from interfering he plans a major crisis in
the United States.
CM-377
LECARRE, JOHN. THE NIGHT MANAGER : (A/F SPY 04). 1993. READ
BY: The Author. We are in a new arena of intrigue where the
old rivalries of great nations have been supplanted by the
ravages of individual greed. The hypnotic narrative is
charged by a luminous understanding of the paradoxes
implicit in our perceptions of evil doing and virtue.
CM-416
FLANNERY, SEAN. KILO OPTION : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY:
David Griffin. A terrifying plot to annihilate Tel Aviv
with a stolen Iranian submarine, which could ignite a
nuclear war in the Middle East, is uncovered.
CN-341
FOLLETT, KEN. CODE TO ZERO : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY:
Frank Muller. ABRIDGED. A man wakes to find himself lying
on the ground in a railway station in Washington DC. He does
not remember how he got there or who he is. It becomes clear
that someone doesn't want him to find out who he is. A tale
of intrigue, espionage and conspiracy.
CN-358
CLANCY, TOM. CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER : (A/F SPY 02). 1989.
READ BY: David Ogden Stiers. ABRIDGED. The U.S. ambassador
to Columbia has been murdered by drug lords. Enemy covert
agents filter into the jungles of South America and Central
America is ready to explode. The President aborts the plan
leaving no trace, but Jack Ryan decides to get the men out.
CN-362
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DU BRUL, JACK B. VULCAN'S FORGE : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY:
J. Charles. Beneath the Pacific Ocean a volcano surges
upward, carrying in its fiery heart a mineral more powerful
than uranium.
CN-379
LECARRE, JOHN. OUR GAME : (A/F SPY 04). READ BY: The Author.
ABRIDGED. At 48, Tim Cranmer is a secret servant in
premature retirement to deepest rural England. His Cold war
is fought and won, and he is free to devote himself to his
stately manor house, his vineyard and his beautiful young
mistress, Emma. Suddenly they go missing and his recently
retired double agent, Larry Pettifer is assumed to know
where they are.
CN-384
GRIFFIN, W.E.B.

UNDER FIRE : (A/F SPY 04).

2002.

READ BY:
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------James Naughton. ABRIDGED. June 1, 1950: Captain Ken
McCoy's report on probable North Korean hostilities meets
with so much bureaucratic displeasure that not only is it
promptly suppressed, but McCoy himself is kicked out of the
Corps.
CN-464
GRACE, TOM. QUANTUM, A THRILLER : (A/F SPY 06). 2000. READ BY:
Michael Kramer. an American physicist unveils a new source
of energy, a quantum power cell with the potential to
radically reconfigure the economy. by making traditional
modes of transportation obsolete. Halfway around the globe,
Russian billionaire Victor Orlov bankrolls a competing
quantum project, knowing that he must force the Americans to
terminate their research so he can reap the financial
rewards. In what could become the greatest theft of all
time, Orlov organizes mercenaries, spies, and the Russian
Mafiya to seize the secrets he needs. In order to stop Orlov
from stealing the future, Nolan Kilkenny must fight a war
that will rage across two hemispheres, as he races to solve
a mystery that has gone unanswered for more than 50 years.
CN-470
ANTHONY, EVELYN. THE COMPANY OF SAINTS : (A/F SPY 08). 1983.
READ BY: Carolyn Pickles. Since the murder by the KGB of
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her Russian husbnd, Davina Graham had increasingly sught
refuge in her work as head of the British SIS. Now on
holiday with her lover, Tony Walden, she was enjoying her
first real happinessw for years, but it was not to last. On
the Grand Canal, a top American diplomat and his daughter
are blown to pieces in a bomb attack. The assassin escapes
and there is no obvious motive. A chain of assassinations
then occurs and the trail leads to Moscow, but the head of
the KGB is also baffled.
CO-302
HIGGINS, JACK. EDGE OF DANGER : (A/F SPY 04). 2001. READ By:
Patrick Macnee. An English/Arabic family begins a plot of
revenge against the President of the United States and other
prominent men, world wide.
CO-349
MILLS, KYLE. FREE FALL : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY: John
Shea. ABRIDGED. Mark Beamon, the only man everyone agrees
can find the young woman and the explosive document, has
been suspended by the FBI and is fighting a legal battle to
keep himself out of jail.
CO-361
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM : (A/F SPY 03). 1990.
READ BY: Darren McGavin. ABRIDGED. In this thrilling
story, dramatically performed by Darren McGavin, the
desperate struggle between sworn enemies becomes a fight to
the death. Jason Bourne's personal identity is discovered by
the Jackel and Bourne must track him down to protect his
wife and two small chaildren.
CO-377
GRIFFIN, W.E.B. THE SECRET WARRIORS : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ
BY: Edward Herrmann. The Secret Warriors is the second in
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Corps and, in this novel, the OSS during World War II. The
OSS must drop agents into the Belgian Congo to smuggle
uranium ore for making atomic bombs.
CO-380
KANON, JOSEPH.

THE GOOD GERMAN : (A/F SPY 04, 06).
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BY: Stanley Tucci. Berlin in 1945 is like nowhere else: a
tragedy, a feverish party and a struggle to survive after
the end of the war. A journalist is sent to cover the
Potsdam Conference but is distracted by the discovery of a
soldier's body washed ashore, a German scientist who has
disappeared, and his former German mistress.
CO-420
HAGBERG, DAVID. WITHOUT HONOR : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY:
Bruce Watson. Kirk McGarvey had a past that was catching up
with him. It began with a skyjacking that left four men
dead, two of whom worked for the CIA. It was because of what
he told them about Mexico and the Bay of Pigs and other
events long since forgotten by most people. McGarvey was a
man of honor, but who could he trust?.
CP-341
REICH,CHRISTOPHER. THE RUNNER : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY:
Stephen Lang. ABRIDGED. At the center of this compelling
story is Devlin Judge, an American Lawyer, in Europe as part
of the International Military Tribunal to try Nazi war
criminals.
CP-342
SMITH, MARTIN CRUZ. RED SQUARE : (A/F SPY 02). 1992. READ BY:
Robert O'Keefe. ABRIDGED. Inspector Renko is back from
exile and back on the job. When a car bursts into flames,
incinerating a black market banker along with a fortune in
cash.
CP-375
PILEGGI, NICHOLAS. CASINO : (A/F SPY 02). 1995. READ BY: Joe
Grifasi, Ron Leibman, Frederick Neumann, and Ken Weitzman.
ABRIDGED. A real story of love and betrayal set in
America's favorite playground, CASINO is a Mafia tragedy of
Shakespearean dimensions, as well as the inside account of
just how the mob lost control of the neon money making
machine it created.
CP-395
LUSTBADER, ERIC. FLOATING CITY : (A/F SPY 04). 1994. READ BY:
Robert Forster. ABRIDGED. A secret empire, run on riches
and murder, lies deep within the Vietnamese jungle, but its
tentacles reach outward, spreading chaos and destruction to
the far corners of the earth.
CP-412
ROVIN, JEFF.

TOM CLANCY'S OP-CENTER SEA OF FIRE : (A/F SPY 03).
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2000. READ BY: Adam Grupper. A powerful profile of
America's defense, intelligence, and crisis management
technology.
CQ-276
Books Aloud Inc
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READ By: Patrick Macnee. ABRIDGED & UNABRIDGED. In an
alliance between the New York Mafia and Irish Loyalists,
attempts are made to recover 50 million pounds worth of gold
boullion from the bottom of the Irish Sea.
CQ-361
BROWN, DAN. DECEPTION POINT : (A/F SPY 12). 2001. READ BY:
Richard Poe. When a NASA satellite discovers an
astonishingly rare object buried deep in the Arctic ice, the
floundering space agency proclaims a necessary victory, a
victory with profound implications for NASA policy and the
impending presidential election.
CQ-384
PRESTON, RICHARD. THE COBRA EVENT : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ
BY: Blair Underwood. ABRIDGED. A student, who's seventeen,
wakes up feeling vaguely ill. Hours later she is having
violent seizures and has begun a hideous process of self
cannibalization. She is soon dead. When other gruesome
deaths of a similar nature are discovered, the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta sends a pathologist, an expert in
epidemiology to investigate. What she finds precipitates a
federal crisis.
CR-298
HIGGINS, JACK. THE WHITE HOUSE CONNECTION :
READ BY: Dick Hill. Someone is killing
Irish splinter group and this threatens
process and could cause the fall of two

(A/F SPY 05). 1999.
off members of an
the Irish peace
governments.

CR-354
CLANCY, TOM. RED RABBIT : (A/F SPY 04). 2002. READ BY: Dennis
Boutsikaris. ABRIDGED. In the early 1980's Pope John Paul
II has threatened to resign his papacy because of government
repression in Poland. The chairman of the KGB does not like
what this means for him and his nation. This is the story of
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what happens next.
CR-375
SANDERS, LAWRENCE. CAPITAL CRIMES : (A/F SPY 02). 1989. READ
BY: Chris Sarandon. Capital Crimes introduces Brother
Kristos...is he a man of God, or a crazed charlatan with the
future of the nation in his grasp?.
CR-379
FOLLETT, KEN. THE HAMMER OF EDEN : (A/F SPY 02). 2 cassettes.
READ BY: Anthony Heald. ABRIDGED. In charge of an
investigation that is a case of life or death, Judy must
pinpoint the terrorists next target, with the help of the
erratic but attractive Michael. Their compelling romantic
drama is played out as they race to beat the terrorist
deadline and save SFO from being brought down to ruins.
CR-398
GRAZIUNAS, DAINA & STARLIN, JIM. THINNING THE PREDATORS : (A/F
SPY 02). 1996. READ BY: Victor Garber. For nearly a
decade, FBI agent Ira Levitt has tracked David Vandermark, a
terrifying vigilante with a tragic past, a twisted ability
to read criminal minds, and uncanny elusive identity.
Books Aloud Inc
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WOODS, STUART. THE RUN : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY: Ken
Howard. The road to the White House, however, will be more
treacherous and deadly than Will and his wife, Kate, an
associate director in the Central Intelligence Agency, can
imagine. A decent, courageous, and principled man, Will soon
learns he has more than one opponent with whom he must
contend.
CS-377
LECARRE, JOHN. SINGLE & SINGLE : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY:
The Author. This is a story of corrupt liaisons between
criminal elements in the new Russian states and the world of
legitimate finance in the West. Le Carre's finest novel in
years, it is also an intimate portrait of two families.
CT-321
LUDLUM, ROBERT.

THE TRISTAN BETRAYAL : (A/F SPY 11 & 04).
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READ BY: Paul Michael. The young son of a prominent
American family has been playing a game, which becomes
deadly serious where the spy network he was a part of is
dismantled by the Nazis, leaving him stranded in 1940's war
torn Europe without a contact, orders or contingency plan.
CT-370
URIS, LEON. A GOD IN RUINS : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY:
Stephen Lang. ABRIDGED. A GOD in RUINS is the
unforgettable story of Quinn Patrick O'Connell, an honest,
principled, and couragous man on the brink of becoming the
second Irish Catholic president of the United States when
issues surrounding his birth provoke questions.
CT-399
GARWOOD, JULIE. MERCY : (A/F SPY 03). 2001. READ BY: Terrence
Mann. ABRIDGED. Theo Buchanan, an esteemed Justice
Department attorney is fighting the Sowing Club, a group of
white collar criminals.
CU-354
BELL, TED. PIRATE: A THRILLER : (A/F SPY 12c). 2005. READ BY:
John Shea. Alex Hawke must thwart a secret, deadly alliance
between China and France before they annihilate everything
and everyone in their headlong rush toward world domination.
CU-356
CANNELL, STEPHEN J. KING CON : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY:
Stephen J. Cannell. ABRIDGED. Beano Bates is "King Con" to
his fellow grifters: conman and artist extraordinaire with a
taste for the fast life. A New Jersey mobster puts Beano in
the hospital and Beano vows revenge with an elaborate sting
operation.
CU-397
SEE, LISA. FLOWER NET : (A/F SPY 04). 1997. READ BY: Elaina
Davis. ABRIDGED. In Flower Net, Lisa See gives us a China
not often seen: An extraordinary nation that is at once
admirable and frightening. Here the veil is ripped away from
modern China, its venerable culture, its teeming economy,
its institutionalized cruelty and the inextricable link
Books Aloud Inc
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CU-419
LeCARRE, JOHN. THE SPY WHO CAME OF AGE : (A/F SPY 02). 1990.
READ BY: The Author. A spy's story about a life with no
abandon, no passion, no connection and no freedom. He learns
that love and freedom, while exacting a high price, are to
be treasured.
CU-436
GARDNER, JOHN. NOBODY LIVES FOR EVER : (A/F SPY 06). 1986.
READ By: David Rintoul. As Bond sets off for Austria for
some vacation he is warned "Take care, 007. The Continent's
a hotbed of villany these days" As soon as he arrives, a
bewildering game of cat and mouse begins and 007 is the
prey...
CV-354
ROSENBERG, JOEL C. THE EZEKIEL OPTION : (A/F SPY 07). 2005.
READ BY: Patrick G. Lawlor. A new era of security and
prosperity has come to the Middle East. Freedom and
democracy are spreading. The Israelies and Palestinians have
signed an historic peace agreement. Violence is down and
their econimies are booming, but a new evil looms on the
horizon in the form of a rising Russian dictator and a cache
of nuclear weapons in Iran.
CV-361
DEMILLE, NELSON. NIGHT FALL : (A/F SPY 09). 1994. READ BY:
Scott Brick. At dusk on July 17, 1996, on a deserted Long
Island beach, a man & a woman engage in adulterous sex in
front of a video camera. Suddenly a terrible blast lights up
the dark summer sky. TWA Flight 800 has just exploded in
midair with 230 souls on board, and the video camera has
recorded the last moments of the doomed airliner.
CV-380
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE APOCALYPSE WATCH : (A/F SPY 04). 1995.
READ BY: Edward Herrmann. From a hushed Alpine valley to
the backstreet of Paris, from the ruling chambers of
Washington and London to the casinos of Monte Carlo, there
is a growing Nazi threat to the free world. The Brotherhood
of the Watch, a neo Nazi organization formed after the fall
of the third Reich, has supporters working in high positions
throughout international governments.
CV-385
FLYNN, VINCE. TERM LIMITS : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY: James
Naughton. In a night of shattering brutality, three of
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Washington's most powerful and unscrupulous politcians have
been assassinated, delivering a shocking ultimatum to the
leaders of the American government; set aside petty,
partisan politics and restore power to the people, or be
held to deadly account. Only Michael O'Rourke, a former U.S.
Marine and freshman congressman, holds a clue to the
violence: a haunting incident in his own past with explosive
implications for his country's future.
CV-387
SMITH, MARTIN C.

HAVANA BAY : (A/F SPY 04).

1999.

READ BY:
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in Havana Bay the morning Arkady arrived from Moscow. Arkady
received an urgent message from the Russian embassy in
Havana saying that his friend Pribluda was missing. The
Cubans insisted that this corpse floating in an inner tube
was Pribluda, but Arkady wasn't too sure.
CV-414
DEIGHTON, LEN. SPY HOOK : (A/F SPY 08). 1988. READ BY:Paul
Daneman. The long voyage of his self discovery and an
investigation of his wife who is a spy, Bernard Samson who
is also a spy unravels some treacherous findings. # 4 in
Agent Samson series.
CV-451
BROWN, DALE. NIGHT OF THE HAWK : (A/F SPY 04). 1992. READ BY:
Joseph Campanella. Years ago, a courageous band of American
airmen beat the odds by invading Soviet territory. Now
they've discovered that the teammate believed lost during
that mission is alive, and condemned to die. When their
daring rescue is foiled by an unexpected turn of events,
sparking the threat of a war, the airmen find themselves in
the most desperate circumstances imaginable.
CV-499
CLANCY, TOM. THE CARDINAL OF THE KREMLIN : (A/F SPY 02). 1989.
Read By: David Ogden Stiers. ABRIDGED. When a CIA
operative in the Kremlin is discovered by the KGB, the
Soviets begin a furious hunt to capture the spy who has
uncovered the plans for their Star Wars defense system. Now
in the midst of treaty negotiations, Jack Ryan must outduel
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the KGB and bring the agent out alive.
CW-296
KANON, JOSEPH. LOS ALAMOS : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY:
Edward Herman. ABRIDGED. In 1945 Michael Connoly is sent
to Los Alamos to investigate the murder of a security
officer on the Manhattan Project, and to find the security
leak.
CW-411
HIGGINS, JACK. A FINE NIGHT FOR DYING : (A/F SPY 04). 1992.
READ BY: Nicholas Ball. The body was dragged out of the
English Channel in the nets of a local fishing boat. After
six weeks on the seabed, weighted down with seventy pounds
of chain, there wasn't a lot left of gangland boss, Harvey
Preston, but what there was made Paul Chavasse's stomach
turn.
CX-317
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE SIGMA PROTOCOL : (A/F SPY 12). 2001. READ
BY: Paul Michael. Department of Justice field agent, Anna
Navarro, is assigned to investigate the mysterious deaths of
11 men. The group consisted of eminent men, all older, and
all connected to a mysterious group, Sigma. Ben Hartman is
an investment banker who has had to take over the firm at
the time of his brother's murder. Now people are gunning for
him.
CX-321
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2003. READ BY: J. Charles. The captain of a "for hire" spy
ship and his crew of expert intelligence and naval men
contract to put Tibet back in the hands of the Dali Lama. #1
IN OREGON SERIES.
CX-393
ANDREWS, RUSSELL. GIDEON : (A/F SPY 09). 1999. READ BY: James
Daniels. Gideon, an anonymous source who holds an explosive
secret hires Carl Granville, a writer, to take the pages of
an old diary, articles, letters, documents in which all
proper names and locations have been blacked out, and turn
them into compelling fiction. He will be paid a quarter of a
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million dollars but he can never tell a soul. Now Carl
Granville is on the run, and wanted for murder and no one
believes him.
CY-321
MELTZER, BRAD. THE ZERO GAME : (A/F SPY 10). 2004. READ BY:
Scott Brick. Two White House staffers are playing the Zero
Game, which uses congressional voting and government
administrative procedure as the basis for placing bets. They
decide to bet their life savings on the sale of an abandoned
South Dakota gold mine, but things go very wrong. They rely
on the help of a teenage Senate page who can get around
offices without raising suspicion.
CY-377
BROWN, DALE. THE TIN MAN : (A/F SPY 04). 1998. READ BY: Victor
Garber. Some call him a terrorist. Others call him a
vigilante hero. Dressed in a bodysuit that can harden into
protective armor that's stronger than steel, a mysterious
figure the public has dubbed the Tin Man roams the urban
landscape of Sacramento, California, on a mission to search
and destroy.
CZ-342
DAVIDSON, LIONEL. KOLYMSKY HEIGHTS : (A/F SPY 03). 1994. READ
BY: Theodore Bikel. ABRIDGED. Mysterious, coded messages
have come from the most remote, most dreaded former gulag in
Northern Siberia.
CZ-377
GERRITSEN, TESS. GRAVITY : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ BY:
Campbell Scott. Emma Watson, a brilliant research
physician, has been training for years for the mission of a
lifetime: to study living beings in space. Jack McCallum,
Emma's estranged husband, has shared her dream of space
travel, but a medical condition has grounded and embittered
him. He must watch from the sideline as his wife prepares
for her first mission to the international Space Station.
CZ-378
LEE, CHANG-RAE. NATIVE SPEAKER : (A/F SPY 02). 1995. READ BY:
not listed. Narrator Henry Park, son of a Korean/American
grocer, is an undercover operative for a vaguely sinister
private intelligence agency. When he is assigned to spy on
arising Korean/American political activities, Park finds his
family, culture, and identity endangered by the secrets he
uncovers.
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HIGGINS, JACK. DAY OF RECKONING : (A/F SPY 04). 2000. READ BY:
Patrick Macnee. Journalist Katherine Johnson made the
mistake of getting to close to the secrets of international
crime boss Jack Fox, but Fox made the mistake of killing
her. Katherine's former husband is Blake Johnson, head of
the clandestine White House department known as The
Basement, and with the President's permission, the former
FBI agent is about to take revenge.
CZ-391
SILVA, DANIEL. THE MARCHING SEASON : (A/F SPY 04). 1999. READ
BY: Campbell Scott. The Good Friday agreement that promised
to bring peace to the embattled Protestants and Catholics of
Northern Ireland is jeopardized by a new paramiltary group
bent on destroying the truce. Michael Osbourne is brought in
when his father inlaw is targeted for assassination by the
Ulster Freedom Brigade and encounters politicos, arms
merchants, spymasters and killers.
CZ-437
LE CARRE, JOHN. THE SECRET PILGRIM : (A/F SPY 010). 1995. READ
BY: Michael Jayston. The Berlin Wall has toppled, the Iron
Curtain swept aside. The Secret Pilgrim is Ned, a decent,
loyal soldier of the Cold War, who served the British
Intelligence his whole adult life. Now approaching the end
of his career, he is forced by the explosion of changes to
revisit his secret years.
D-087
CUSSLER, CLIVE. DEEP SIX : (A/F SPY 10). 1984. READ BY: Pam
Matteoni. Diabolical plot to take over the brain of the
president almost suceeeds.
D-209
FORSYTH, FREDERICK. DOGS OF WAR : (A/F SPY 10). 1988. READ BY:
Norm Romwell. An unscrupulous mining magnate and an equally
unprincipled adventurer conspire to overthrow a government
in order to get a top secret source of platinum.
D-238
LUDLUM, ROBERT.

TREVAYNE : (A/F SPY 12).
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Bascom. At the wish of the President, Trevayne undertakes
an investigation into the secret government and is swept up
in a tidal wave of intrigue and danger beyond the corridors
of power.
D-266
HIGGINS, JACK. DAY OF JUDGMENT : (A/F SPY 05). 1996. READ BY:
Bob Edwards. With Irish priest Sean Conlin as hostage,
Germans plan to embarrass President JFK at his 1963 Berlin
wall visit.
D-310
HIGGINS, JACK. MIDNIGHT RUNNER : (A/F SPY 06). 2003. READ BY:
John Kane. Last surviving member of a British/Arab family
plots to assassinate the President of the United States and
several covert agents who were responsible for her brother's
death.
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LINDSEY, ROBERT. THE FLIGHT OF THE FALCON : (A/NF SPY 10).
1983. READ BY: Fred Sharkey. First he shocked the country
by selling top secrets to the Russians. Now he has escaped
the prison where he was serving a 40 year sentence. The man
hunt & capture of the Falcon. #2 IN FALCON SERIES.
D-363
CLANCY, TOM. THE TEETH OF THE TIGER : (A/F SPY 11). 2003. READ
BY: Hank Trisler. Jack Ryan Jr., a young man in suburban
Maryland, who has grown up around intrigue, is about to put
his skills to the test. He joins a secret organization set
up to indentify and deal with local terrorist threats.
DCA-318
TUROW, SCOTT. PERSONAL INJURIES : (A/F SPY 05, CD). 1999. READ
BY: Joe Mantegna. ABRIDGED. Robbie Feaver (pronounced
"favor") is a successful personal injury lawyer with a
burgeoning practice, a way with the ladies and a beautiful
one (whom he loves) dying of an irreversible illness.
DCB-497
HUNTER, STEPHEN. I, SNIPER : (A/F SPY 13). 2009. READ BY: BUCK
SCHIRNER. Four famed '60s radicals are gunned down by a
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sniper. Under media scrutiny, the FBI quicKly concludes that
Marine war hero Carl Hitchcock was the shooter. But
Hitchcock commits suicide and the details become to perfect.
An investigation is open uncovering a conspiracy.
DCC-474
WOODS, STUART. CAPITAL CRIMES : (A/F SPY 05). 2003. READ BY:
Barrett Whitener. Will Lee, a senator from Georgia is back
as President of the U.S. in book 5 of the Will Lee Series. A
prominent conservative politician is killed in his lake
cabin and there is not suspect. Then several other seemingly
unrelated murders are carried out. Will and his wife, Kate,
and the FBI set a trap and await the most dangerous of
quarries, a killer with a cause to die for.
DCC-497
CUSSLER, CLIVE & KEMPRECOS, PAUL. MEDUSA : (A/F SPY 11). 2009.
READ BY SCOTT BRICK. A Kurt Austin Adventure. Filled wuth
high-stakes suspense and invention, a government-sponsored
undersea lab conducting research on a rare jellyfish, the
Blue Medusa, suddenly disappears.
DCD-474
BROWN, DALE, and DEFELICE, JIM. REVOLUTION : (A/F SPY 11).
2008. READ BY: Christopher lane. The masters of
astonishing military technology, which enables them to
deploy almost instantaneously to any part of the earth, the
Dreamland team must now stop a dangerous revolution in the
making in Eastern Europe where a mysterious group of
insurgents has blown up an essential pipeline, thereby
disrupting Europe's gas supply.
DCD-497
VAN LUSTBADER, ERIC. THE BOURNE ASCENDANCY : (A/F SPY 12).
2014. READ BY: HOLTER GRAHAM. Jason Bourne is faced with
Books Aloud Inc
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high-level government minister at a policical summit meeting
in Qatar. Suddenly, armed gunmen storm the room, killing
everyone but Bourne. He is kidnapped and transported and
has.
DCE-474
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BERRY, STEVE. THE VENETIAN BETRAYAL : (A/F SPY 05). 2008. READ
BY: Erik Singer. Alexander the Great's tomb has been lost
to history for 1,500 years but remains a tantalizing goal
for archeologists and treasure hunters. There is a cunning
despot in Russia, Irina Zovastina, who has the aspiration of
conquering more countries than Alexander the Great. The only
thing that keeps Irina from her death march is a healing
serum kept secret by a puzzle buried in the tomb of
Alexander the Great.
DCE-497
CLANCY, TOM & BLACKWOOD, GRANT. DEAD OR ALIVE : (A/F SPY 17).
2010. READ BY LOU DIAMOND PHILLIPS. The Campus has now
turned their sights on the Emir, the number one terrorist
threat to western civilization. A reclusive figure and
mastermind of vicious terrorist acts, the Emir has eluded
capture by the world's law enforcement agencies. But now with the help of ex-CIA agent John Clark ad Marine Colonel
Chavez - the Campus is in on the Hunt. The mission: to bring
the Emir in - dead or alive.
DCF-497
DeMILLE, NELSON. THE LION
BRICK. The Lion is a
a mission of revenge,
achieve his own goal:
is killed.

: (A/Y SPY 14). 2010. READ BY: SCOTT
killing machine loose in America with
and John Corey will stop at nothing to
find and kill Khalil before he himself

DCG-498
BELL, TED. SPY : (A/F SPY 14). 2006. READ BY: JOHN SHEA.
Things along America's southern border are rapidly reaching
the boiling point. American girls are being snatched from
their homes, ranches are burning, and the number of deadly
confrontations along the Mexican border grows daily. An
all-out border war is no longer inconceivable. It's
happening!America must look to the one man who might be able
to confront the demonts in the Amazon jungle...and destroy
them.
DCI-498
SILVA, DANIEL. THE MARK OF THE ASSASSIN : (A/F SPY 05). 2009.
READ BY: PHIL GIGANTE. When a commercial airliner is blown
out of the sky off the East Coast, the CIA scrambles to find
the perpetrators. A body is discovered near the crash with
the calling card of a shadowy international assassin.
DCJ-466
SCHILLER, LAWRENCE.

INTO THE MIRROR : (A/F SPY 05CDs).
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READ BY: Sam TsouTsouvas. On February 18, 2001, the FBI
arrested Hanssen for giving the Russians top secret and
classified information over a period of 20 years. This book
gets into the mind of this devious and dangerously brilliant
man and creates an unforgettable portrait of someone so
Books Aloud Inc
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he would betray everything he held sacred, his wife, his
family, his religion, and his country.
DCJ-497
SILVA, DANIEL. MOSCOW RULES : (A/F SPY 09). 2008. READ BY:
PHIL GIGANTE. A tale about he new threats rising to the
East.
DCK-419
DeMILLE, NELSON. THE LION'S GAME : (A/f SPY 08). READ BY: BOYD
GAINES. DETECTIVE JOHN COREY OF PLUM ISLAND TAKES ON A
SERIAL KILLER "THE LION" WHO IS AN ARAB AND WILL STOP AT
NOTHING IN HIS QUESTFOR REVENGE AGAINST THE AMERICANS WHO
BOMBED LIBYA.
DCK-466
CLARKE, RICHARD A. BREAKPOINT : (A/F SPY 07 CDs). 2007.
READER: Robertson Dean. The global village, an intricately
intertwined network of technology that binds together the
world's economies, governments, and communications. So
large, so vital, and so fragile. Now a sophisticated group
is seeking to disconnect the globe, destroying internet
cable centers, computer grids, communications satellites,
biotech firms. A team is put together to combat the threat,
but will it be in time?.
DCP-498
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE BANCROFT STRATEGY : (A/F SPY 06). 2006.
READ BY: Scott Sowers. ABRIDGED. Todd Belknap, a legendary
field agent for Consular Operations with a reputation as a
covboy, is cut loose from the agency after an operation goes
wrong. At the same time, Jared Rinehart, his best friend and
fellow agent, is abducted in Lebanon by a militia group with
a vicious reputation. When the government refuses to either
rescue Rinehart or negotiate for his release, Belknap
decides to take matters into his own hands.
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DCQ-420
BENSON, RAYMOND. DIE ANOTHER DAY : (A/F SPY 05). 2002. READ
BY: Michael Page. A "James Bond" spy story where Bond
circles the world in his quest to unmask a traitor and
prevent a war of catastrophic proportions. Never has Bond
been so vulnerable, nor so dangerous.
DCR-311
FOLLETT, KEN. JACKDAWS : (A/F SPY 05). 2003. READ BY: Barbara
Rosenblat. ABRIDGED. A woman's team of saboteurs called
the Jackdaws attempts to infiltrate the phone exchange in
German occupied France during World War II.
DCR-495
BROWN DALE. STRIKE FORCE : (A/F SPY 12). 2007. READ BY :
Christopher Lane. The battle for control of Iran begins in
space.
DCS-495
BROWN, DALE. SHADOW COMMAND : (A/F SPY 11). 2008. READ BY :
Phil Gigante. America's most advanced military unit rebels
against the very government it's charged to protect.
Books Aloud Inc
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CUSSLER, CLIVE. TROJAN ODYSSEY : (A/F SPY 05). 2003. READ BY:
Clive Cussler. ABRIDGED. A brown tide is infesting the
ocean off the shore of Nicaragua when two things happen: a
strange artifact is discovered and the worst storm in years
boils up out of the sky. Dirk Pitt and his twins rush to the
rescue.
DCU-446
HIGGINS, JACK. THE KILLING GROUND : (A/F SPY 07). 2007. READY
BY : Christopher Lane. A chilling novel of Modern Terrorism
and Revenge.
DCV-478
JOHANSEN, IRIS & ROY. SILENT THUNDER : (A/F SPY 08,CD). 2008.
READ BY: Jennifer Van Dyck. A Brilliant Marine architect is
given the opportunity to get a Russian submarine ready for
exhibition in a museum. During the inspection she & her
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brother find a mysterious message. Before they can figure it
out, there is a deadly assault on the "Silent Thunder" and
Hannah is determined to find the ruthless mastermind behind
the plot.
DCY-329
PATTERSON, JAMES. LONDON BRIDGES : (A/F SPY 05, 07). 2004.
READ BY: Peter J. Fernandez & Denis O'Hare. In broad
daylight a mysterious platoon of soldiers evacuates an
entire town in Nevada. Minutes later a bomb detonates,
annihilating everything. The same things happens in an
English village without the occupants being evacuated. The
Russian supercriminal known as the Wolf claims
responsibility. Soon Alex Cross is on the case. Wolf and
Weasel are the arch villians.
DCY-496
DeMILLE, NELSON. RADIANT ANGEL : (A/F SPY 09). 2015. READ BY:
SCOTT BRICK. After a showdown with the notorious Yemeni
terrorist know as The Pather, John Core has left the
Anti-Terrorist Task Force and returned home to New York
City, taking a job with the Diplomatic Surveillance Group.
E-094
MACINNES, HELEN. I AND MY TRUE LOVE : (A/F SPY 07). 1985. READ
BY: Marcella Britton. Intrigue, danger, and death, in the
love story of a married woman and a man engaged in
espionage.
E-250
HIGGINS, JACK. EAGLE HAS FLOWN : (A/F SPY 06). 1994. READER:
Dana Grover. Hitler sends his best men to London, to cause
the escape of a captured German spy. A war within a war.
E-287
FORSYTH, FREDERICK. ICON : (A/F SPY 13). 1999. READ BY: Joe
Weimer. Jason Monk, former CIA agent, returns to Moscow to
settle a personal score with the KGB officer to stop the
election of Igor Komarov.
E-437
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Nugent. In 1906 the U.S. Government brings in a reknowned
detective/agent to halt the two year deadly crime spree of
"The Butcher Bandit" VIOLENCE.
E-469
HIGGINS, JACK. WITHOUT MERCY : (A/F SPY 06). 2005. READ BY:
Jim Nugent. Sean Dillon sets out to find those responsible
for a colleague's death.
F-054
HIGGINS, JACK. SOLO : (A/F SPY 05). 1980. READ BY: Pat Gustke.
John Mikali, an internationally famous concert pianist who
moonlights as an assassin, accidentally kills the young
daughter of an equally bloodstained British commando.
F-063
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. PUPPET ON A CHAIN : (A/F SPY 06). 1981.
READ BY: Pat Gustke. Novel of suspense and action in
Amsterdam where an international agent is on the trail of a
vicious narcotics ring.
F-068
MACINNES, HELEN. PRAY FOR A BRAVE HEART (A/F SPY 06). 1982.
READ BY: Marcella Brittton. International intrigue
involving the search for a priceless cache of hidden Nazi
diamonds. In a peaceful Swiss village, the diamonds and a
fight for men's minds are linked.
F-085
KNEBEL, FLETCHER. POKER GAME : (A/F SPY 08). 1984. READ BY:
Elna Barrett. Electronic theft of a valuable encryption
chip leads to involvement in Latin American politics and
pits conscience against profit.
F-213
ALINE, COUNTESS OF ROMANONES. SPY WORE RED : (A/NF SPY 07).
1988. READ BY: Joyce Herzog. Memoir of a woman sent to
Spain during WWII to spy in an attempt to uncover Madrid's
high society links to the German Nazi regime. #1 in ALINE
SERIES.
F-215
L'AMOUR, LOUIS. LAST OF THE BREED : (A/F SPY 10). 1989. READ
BY: Perc Bliss. When his experimental aircraft is forced
down in Russia, a U.S. Airforce Major must escape a Soviet
prison camp and call upon the ancient skills of his Indian
forebears to survive in the vast Siberian wilderness.
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F-267
HIGGINS, JACK. COLD HARBOR : (A/F SPY 07). 1996. READ BY:
Leigh Weimers. Genevieve, the beautiful English nurse, is
coerced into living a lie, and risks her life to help the
Allies D-Day invasion.
F-445
DEIGHTON, LEN. SPY LINE : (A/F SPY 08c). 1989. READ BY: Jim
Nugent. This sequel to "Spy Hook" has Bernard Sampson
hiding in Berlin, when he is unexpectedly called home to
London and then given an assignment in Vienna. #5 in Agent
Books Aloud Inc
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G-051
URIS, LEON. TOPAZ : (A/F SPY 07). 1980. READ BY: Fran Lewis.
This is a novel about the Cuban Missile Crisis, and postwar
French foreign policy under De Gaulle (thinly disguised as
"Le Croix" in the novel). The novel is told from the
perspective of Devereaux, a French intelligence officer.
Devereaux must deal with his knowledge of the Soviet
activities in Cuba as well as Soviet penetration of the
French government.
G-090
MACINNES, HELEN. ABOVE SUSPICION : (A/F SPY 07). 1992. READ
BY: Pat Dryan. Frances Myles and her Oxford don husband
have traveled to the Alps for years so are 'above suspicion'
when they once again show up in the area. They have been
recruited to undertake an intelligence gathering mission in
Germany checking out a spy chain that had become suspect. At
first, things seem to be going well, but then they get
identified by the Nazis and must flee for their lives.
G-224
MACNEILL, ALISTAIR. DEATH TRAIN (A/F SPY 06). 1990. READ BY:
Marcella Britton. A nightmare cargo on a train racing
across Europe is desperately pursued by a team of crack
agents from the United States Anti Crime Organization.
G-227
CUSSLER, CLIVE. PACIFIC VORTEX : (A/F SPY 05). 1991. READ
BY:Jeff Kaplan. Starbuck, a submarine lost in an area in
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the Hawaiian Pacific known as the Pacific Vortex, has the
most advanced nuclear equipment the US has developed to
date. The last communication from the sub's Captain Dupree
says they are hopelessly lost and supplies the coordinates
of their location. A communications capsule is washed ashore
and Dirk Pitt finds it, which begins his dangerous journey
in search of the Starbuck.
G-279
DEIGHTON, LEN. HOPE : (A/F SPY 08). 1998. READ By:Robert De
Nike. Veteran British spy, Bernard Samson, is searching for
his brother in law in Poland and becomes involved in deadly
squabbling and self serving panic during the months before
the Berlin Wall crumbles. #8 in Agent Samson series.
G-313
HIGGINS, JACK. BAD COMPANY (A/F SPY 04). 2003. READ BY: John
Owen. In the waning days of WWII Hitler gave his diary to a
young aide for safekeeping. Now it's threatening to
resurface with explosive contents.
G-315
ROVIN, JEFF. LINE OF CONTROL (A/F SPY 09). 2004. READ BY:
Craig Deidrick. America's most proficient covert team (Op
Center's Striker Force) is trapped in a war. Their fate
rests in the hands of a devious double agent whose own
agenda is unknown.
H-088
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Gustke. A British officer turned rogue and gunrunner is
freed from a Greek prison by British Intelligence to pose as
an undercover dealer of arms to the IRA.
H-095
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. SOUTH BY JAVA HEAD : (A/F SPY 08). 1986.
READ BY:Norm Romwall. A war story taking place in Malaya
and on the sea, begins with the discovery of detailed plans
for a Japanese invasion of Australia.
H-219
FOLLETT, KEN.

KEY TO REBECCA (A/F SPY 09).
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Weimers. Only two people could stop this Nazi master agent
from sending to Rommel's army the secrets that would win the
war for Germany.
I-208
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. THE GOLDEN RENDEZVOUS : (A/F SPY 07). 1988.
A luxury cruise, a missing nuclear scientist, a hidden
nuclear device, a band of desperate hijackers, a ship of
gold all make up the suspense story.
I-328
PERRY, STEVE. TOM CLANCY'S NET FORCE CYBERNATION : (A/F SPY 09).
2001. READ BY: Jim Campbell. Terrorists from a virtual
country called CyberNation have taken the Web hostage. Net
Force rallies its troops for a war on three fronts,
politically, physically and electronically, because dealing
with terrorists is never an option.
I-473
DEIGHTON, LEN. SPY SINKER : (A/F SPY 09c). 1990. READ BY: Bart
Benson. This is Fiona's story. This is the story of how she
was recruited by the KGB and how she rose through the
British Intelligence System as the wife of Bernard Samson.
Now what has happened to her? #6 in Agent Samson Series.
J-077
LE CLARE, JOHN. CALL FOR THE DEAD : (A/F SPY 04). 1983. READ
BY: Dick Keegan. Did the suspected spy really commit
suicide? Was he indeed a spy? Under investigation for
Communist activities, Samuel Fennen's security check was
closed, and the next day his body was found with a note
saying his career was finished. When Smiley hears the news
of Fennen's death, he's puzzled and decides to investigate,
but at grave risk to himself.
J-223
HIGGINS, JACK. EAST OF DESOLATION : (A/F SPY 05). 1990. READ
BY:Charles Bennett. It was a dangerous flight from the
Greenland coast to the polar ice cap, but not nearly as
dangerous as the discovery of an abandoned plane with two
dead bodies aboard.
J-276
ORCZY, BARONESS. SCARLET PIMPERNEL : (A/F CLA 07). 1998. READ
BY: Frank Duggan. A spy story during the French Revolution
when emigres settled in England. An English aristocrat is a
master of disguises and risks his life to save members of
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Terror.
J-468
CHILD, LEE. 61 HOURS. 2010. READ BY : Will Golden. Jack
Reacher is stranded in South Dakota in a deadly snowstorm
and has only a very few hours to find an assassin.
K-086
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. FLOODGATE : (A/F SPY 08). 1984. READ BY:
Dick Keegan. Terrorists flood areas of Holland and threaten
more destruction in order to gain concessions from the
government.
K-090
SMITH, MARTIN CRUZ. GORKY PARK : (A/F SPY 12). READ BY: Lois
Henderson. The story of a triple murder in a Moscow
amusement center is vivid, witty and supenseful.
K-441
HIGGINS, JACK. ROUGH JUSTICE : (A/F SPY 07). 2008. READ BY:
Jim Snell. An American agent and British agent band
together while on assignment in Kosovo and are involved in a
situation with far reaching consequences.
K-463
LUDLUM, ROBERT. THE BOURNE BETRAYAL : (A/F SPY 14). 2007. READ
BY: Vincent Oddo. Jason Bourne has lost his memory, his
identity, and his past, and now his only friend is kidnapped
by Islamic supremacists.
K-493
CHILD, LEE. BAD LUCK AND TROUBLE : (A/F SPY 08). 2001. READ
BY: John Charles, CD Read By Dick Hill. On the streets of
Portland, Jack Reacher is pulled out of his wandering life
and plunged into the heart of a conspiracy that is killing
old friends.
L-068
MASON, F. VAN WYCK. THE DEADLY ORBIT MISSION : (A/F SPY 05).
1982. READ BY: Jim Kelly. A Col. North story of intrigue.
Russia has launched a sputnik with an illegal hydrogen bomb
warhead and lost control of its flight.
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L-086
LATHEN, EMMA. DOUBLE, DOUBLE, OIL & TROUBLE : (A/F SPY 06).
1984. READ BY: Dr. Dorothy Hadley. Banker Thatcher, on a
routine mission to Zurich for a trust company, is thrown
into ransom negotiations and intrique centering on oil
drilling off shore.
L-255
HIGGINS, JACK. EYE OF THE STORM : (A/F SPY 06). 1995. READER:
Bob Bascom. Hired by Iraqi operatives to strike a blow
against the allied forces, elusive Sean Dillon, master
terrorist, agrees to make an attempt on Maragaret Thatcher's
life or to accomplish something at least as drastic.
L-441
LUDLUM, ROBERT.

THE PARSIFAL MOSAIC : (A/F SPY 24c).

1982.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------READ BY: Richard Herz. An espionage tale set in the 1980's
where a former, undercover agent realizes he has been duped
and forced to resign and now sets out to discover why.
M-201
MACINNES, HELEN. NEITHER FIVE NOR THREE : (A/F SPY 09). 1987.
READ BY: Linda Clements. The evil lurking just beneath the
surface of Rona's love affair triggers an explosion that
puts her in the center of intrigue and danger. Communist
infiltration into New York's business, social and academic
life are exposed.
M-330
FOLLETT, KEN. HORNET FLIGHT : (A/F SPY 09). 2002. READ BY:
Jeff Dice. Danish resistance attempting to get German radar
information to England to prevent destruction of allied
bombers.
M-352
BROWN, DAN. DIGITAL FORTRESS : (A/F SPY 09). 1998. REDA BY:
Will Golden. The NSA is being held hostage by a code so
ingeniously complex that if released it would cripple U.S.
intelligence. VIOLENCE.
M-363
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PERRY, STEVE & SEGRIFF, LARRY. TOM CLANCY'S NET FORCE-STATE OF
WAR : (A/F SCI 08). 2003. READ BY: Jim Lathrop. Sequel to
"Cybernation". Doctor/Attorney Mitchell Townsend Ames is
conspiring to keep Net Force busy with lawsuits while
working to "influence" members of Congress to pass
legislation to allow Cybernation to assume the powers of a
real country.
M-367
CUSSLER, CLIVE & KEMPRECOS, PAUL. FIRE ICE : (A/F SPY 10).
2002. READ BY: Scott Martin. A mining tycoon in Russia is
attempting to overthrow the shaky government, and to keep
the Americans from interfering, he plans a major crisis in
the United States.
M-406
CUSSLER, CLIVE. TROJAN ODYSSEY : (A/F SPY 11). 2003. READ BY:
Jim Nugent. A brown tide is infesting the ocean off the
shore of Nicaragua when two things happen: a strange
artifact is discovered and the worst storm in years boils up
out of the sky. Dirk Pitt and his twins rush to the rescue.
M-489
STRIEBER, WHITLEY. CRITICAL MASS : (A/F SPY 09). 2009. READ
BY: Vincent Oddo. A Nuclear weapon has been hidden in a
western city by a Muslim fundamentalist group with
repercussion for the entire world and must be found by
expert James Deuth and His Muslim wife.
N-071
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. ATHABASCA : (A/F SPY 06). 1982. READ BY:
Ruth Callner. Agents investigate sabotage against the
Alaskan pipe line and Athabasca Oil in Canada. A tale of
blackmail, kidnapping and murder in the frozen sands rich in
oil beyond America's northern frontier.
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HIGGINS, JACK. DARK SIDE OF THE STREET : (A/F SPY 04). 1986.
READ BY: Pat Gustke. Someone is breaking prisoners out of
British jails and sending convicted spies back to the
Communists. One agent has an explosive, death defying plan
to capture the mastermind known as The Baron.
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N-202
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. SAN ANDREAS : (A/F SPY 07). 1987. READ BY:
Frank Culen. A hospital ship under siege & with a secret
that could destroy all on board.
N-284
HIGGINS, JACK. THUNDER POINT : (A/F SPY 08). 1999. READ BY:
Don Ivester. Terrorist Sean Dillon is spared execution if
he agrees to help the British retrieve the lost documents of
Nazi leader Martin Borman.
N-285
BROWN, DALE. SHADOWS OF STEEL : (A/F SPY 10). 1999. READ BY:
Bob Dnike. The Iranians attack a US spy ship, men are taken
captive and the President decides he must act. Relying on
high tech aircraft and weaponry, he tries to disable the
enemies war capabilities.
N-291
HIGGINS, JACK. ANGEL OF DEATH : (A/F SPY 07). 1999. READ BY:
Dick Allison. A mysterious terrorist group is plotting an
assassination that will shatter the uneasy truce that reigns
in Ireland. Former I.R.A. enforcer Sean Dillon must hunt
them down before they spark a war.
N-407
MICHAELS, DAVID. TOM CLANCY'S SPLINTER CELL : (A/F SPY 07).
2004. READ BY: Scott Martin. Third Echelon is a top secret
initiative of the National Security Agency. It's field
operatives, known as Splinter Cells, have the right to spy,
steal, destroy and assassinate to protect American freedoms.
Sam Fisher is a Splinter Cell. VIOLENCE.
N-449
VAN LUSTBADER, ERIC. FIRST DAUGHTER : (A/F SPY 08). 2008. READ
BY: John Charles. The search for the kidnapper of the
daughter of the Presidient Elect leads agent Jack McClure
into the path of a dangerous and calculating world criminal.
O-028
WALLACE, IRVING. R DOCUMENT : (A/F SPY 07). 1977. READ By: Pat
Gustke. Disaster novel about government conspiracy that
nearly succeeds in establishing a police state.
O-094
BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL. DEADLY DOCUMENT : (A/F SPY 06). 1985. READ
BY: Lois Henderson. A document marked "classified" is found
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by accident and leads to a killing , a flight, and a pursuit
on which the security of England depends.
O-302
HIGGINS, JACK.

EDGE OF DANGER : (A/F SPY 05).

2001.

READ By:
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revenge against the President of the United States and other
prominent men, world wide.
O-459
CUSSLER, CLIVE & JACK DU BRUL. CORSAIR : (A/F SPY 09). 2009.
READ BY: Jim Snell. When the U. S Secretary of State
disappears in an overseas plan crash, the uniquely outfitted
Oregon and it's crew are assigned to find her.
P-088
HIGGINS, JACK. TOUCH THE DEVIL : (A/F SPY 06). READ BY: Pat
Gustke. Liam Devlin, Martin Brosnan, and Frank Barry were
all gunmen for the IRA. Devlin retired and is an English
professor, Brosnan is in jail and Barry is a hired gun. Both
Devlin and Brosnan, who escapes from prison, are recruited
to find Barry after his attempt to kill the British foreign
secretary.
P-209
CUSSLER, CLIVE. ICEBERG : (A/F SPY 07). 1988. READ BY: Don
Ivester. Frozen inside a million ton mass of ice, the
charred remains of a missing luxury yacht, vanished en route
to a secret White House rendezvous. The only clue to the
ship's priceless, and missing cargo: nine ornately carved
rings and the horribly burned bodies of its crew.
P-231
DEIGHTON, LEN. MEXICO SET : (A/F SPY 09). 1991. READ BY: Don
Ivester. Second book in series. Action moves to Mexico
City, where British intelligence tries to entice disgruntled
KGB officer to defeat. #2 in AGENT SAMSON SERIES.
P-296
CUSSLER, CLIVE. TREASURE : (A/F SPY 12). 2000. READ BY: John
Kane. Dirk Pitt discovers the secret of the treasures of
Alexandria leading to a trail that plunges him into a brutal
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conspiracy for total domination of the globe.
P-314
BELL, TED. HAWKE (A/F SPY 10). 2004. READ By: John Owen.
Alexander Hawke, descendant of the legendary pirate
Blackhawke, is now a decorated naval hero on a secret
mission: to find a deadly nuclear Russian sub before a
preemptive strike can be launched against the U.S.

Lord

P-459
COONTS, STEPHEN. THE ASSASSIN : (A/F SPY 10). 2008. READ BY:
Ed Pansullo. An American speical agent is assigned to
infiltrate an Al Queda plot and stop a master of terror.
Q-276
HIGGINS, JACK. DRINK WITH THE DEVIL : (A/F SPY 06). 1998. READ
By: Joe Weimer. In an alliance between the New York Mafia
and Irish Loyalists, attempts are made to recover 50 million
pounds worth of gold boullion from the bottom of the Irish
Sea.
Q-385
CUSSLER, CLIVE AND CUSSLER, DIRK.

BLACK WIND : (A/F SPY 13).
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children seek to find two lost World War II submarines
carrying a deadly biological virus.
R-032
BUCKLEY JR., WILLIAM F. SAVING THE QUEEN : (A/F SPY 06). 1977.
READ BY: Pat Gustke. Extraordinary things happen at the
Court of St. James when a CIA agent tries to discover who in
the Queen's inner circle is passing NATO secrets to the
Russians.
R-034
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. SEAWITCH : (A/F SPY 05). 1980. READ BY:
Francis Lewis. Struggle of an oil tycoon, who owns a
revolutinary deep sea drilling rig, with enemies who involve
him in an international conspiracy.
R-037
MACINNES, HELEN.

THE SNARE OF THE HUNTER : (A/F SPY 06).
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READ BY: Pat Gustke. The hero is part of a conspiracy of
amateurs to help smuggle a Czech woman out of her country
and into the west, where she can meet up with her famous
expatriot father (a novelist). The hero agrees to help
because he will be in the right place at the right time, and
because two decades before he had met this woman and fallen
in love with her. She is being used as bait to smoke her
father out from hiding.
R-041
MACINNES, HELEN. AGENT IN PLACE : (A/F SPY 08). 1987. READ BY:
Marcella Britton. Betrayal and intrique set against the
colorful backdrop of New York, Washington, and the Riviera.
R-042
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. WAY TO DUSTY DEATH : (A/F SPY 05). 1979.
READ BY: Connie Silva. A series of disasters on the race
course seem to point to the fact that they may not be just
accidents. The driver here is faced with a race between
survival and death.
R-055
CLEARY, JON. THE PULSE OF DANGER : (A/F SPY 07). 1988. READ
BY: Dick Keegan. A botanical expedition in Bhutan becomes
involved with a Red Chinese advance, which endangers certain
documents carried by a certain general, and a perilous
journey across the Himalayas follows, with pursuit adding to
the dangers of nature.
R-248
ALINE, COUNTESS OF ROMANONES. SPY WENT DANCING : (A/F SPY 08).
1994. READ BY: Joyce Herzog. A beautiful, young woman
living in New York state is recruited to work as a spy in
Spain during World War II. After the war she married and
retired from spydom but is recruited once again to uncover a
mole in the Paris office. During the investigation, she
crosses paths with the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Liz
Taylor and Grace Kelly as she sets the trap for a NATO spy.
#2 IN ALINE SERIES.
R-298
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2001 - 1999. READ BY: John Kane,Dick Hill. Someone is
killing off members of an Irish splinter group and this
threatens the Irish peace process and could cause the fall
of two governments.
R-311
FOLLETT, KEN. JACKDAWS (A/F SPY 11). 2003. READ By: Jim
Campbell. A woman's team of saboteurs called the Jackdaws
attempts to infiltrate the phone exchange in German occupied
France during World War II.
R-354
CLANCY, TOM. RED RABBIT : (A/F SPY 17). 2002. READ BY: Dana
Grover. In the early 1980's Pope John Paul II has
threatened to resign his papacy because of government
repression in Poland. The chairman of the KGB does not like
what this means for him and his nation. This is the story of
what happens next.
S&S-CD-404
OLIVER, LIN. THE PRESIDENT EXPRESS : (C/F FIC 01). 1998. READ
BY: LeVar Burton. When two children miss their train from
Chicago to New York, a kindly train engineer gives them a
ride on his train to catch up and they have a dangerous
journey.
S-031
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. THE GOLDEN GATE : (A/F SPY 06). 1977. READ
BY: Tony Newcomb. Chilling supense story about the
abduction of the United States President and other V.I.P.'s
held prisoner on the Golden Gate Bridge.
S-039
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. WHEN EIGHT BELLS TOLL : (A/F SPY 06). 1978.
READ BY: Ruth Endsley. A twisting plot of guns, knives, and
underwater work, with Philip Calvert, a British secret
service agent and his friends opposing a gang of killers who
operate at sea and in harbors. Set in the western Scottich
Highlands.
S-093
CLANCY, TOM. HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER (A/F SPY 13). 1988. READ By:
Richard Bimson. Red October is a top secret, missle
submarine headed west for the United States. The Russians
want her back and an amazing chase for possession begins.
S-097
LINDSEY, ROBERT.

THE FALCON AND THE SNOWMAN (A/F SPY 12).
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READ BY: Mac Smith. A true story of friendship and
espionage. Two young men from wealthy families sell secrets
to Russia. #1 IN FALCON SERIES.
S-210
MACLEAN, ALISTAIR. SANTORINI : (A/F SPY 06). 1988. READ BY:
Charles Bennett. A large airplane carrying atomic weapons
crashes almost at the same time as a luxurious yacht. Are
they related? Captain Talbot, captian of a NATO vessel, has
to deal with the sunken plane and the rescue of the yacht
survivors. One of the sunken weapons is ticking and if it
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------explodes in the Aegean, it could mean the end of the world.
S-244
CUSSLER, CLIVE. VIXEN O3 : (A/F SPY 07). 1993. READ BY:
Charles Minx. Two deadly canisters of germs are missing
from an old plane wreck salvaged from an ice covered lake in
Colorado. A terrorist group plans to use them on the way up
the Potomac to blast Washington, D.C.
S-263
REISS, BOB. LAST SPY : (A/F SPY 08). 1996. READ BY: Curt
Relick. The Cold War is over. Moscow has numerous prolems
to resolve. What will happen to the agents they "have in
place" in the U.S.A.?.
S-332
HIGGINS, JACK. THE PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER : (A/F SPY 06). 1997.
READ BY: Craig Deidrick. The U. S. president discovers he
has a daughter from a brief passionate affair in his past.
Now she has been kidnapped by an extremist group who is
threatening her life.
T-286
ARCHER, JEFFREY. THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT : (A/F SPY 04). 1999.
ABRIDGED. For the past 28 years Connor has been the CIA's
most deadly assassin. But now he faces an enemy that he
knows he cannot handle: his own boss, CIA director, Helen
Dexter. Dexter wants Connor 'out of the way' and plans to
have him captured and tucked away in a Russian prison, but
the President needs him to regain control of US foreign
policy from Dexter.
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U-082
PATTERSON, HARRY. TO CATCH A KING (A/F SPY 05). 1984. READ BY:
Pat Gustke. A plan by the Nazis to kidnap the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor.
U-207
DEIGHTON, LEN. BERLIN GAME : (A/F SPY 08). 1988. READ BY: Don
Ivester. Even before Samson sets out on the dangerous
mission of providing safe passage for an agent from behind
the Iron Curtain, he finds evidence that there is a traitor
among his colleagues. #1 in AGENT SAMSON SERIES.
U-238
DEIGHTON, LEN. LONDON MATCH : (A/F SPY 09). 1992. READ BY:
Charles Mix. The game of espionage reaches a new level of
urgency when it becomes apparent that treason is epidemic in
London. Each senior agent is under suspicion until Samson
and the British KGB agent have a final confrontation. #3 in
AGENT SAMSON SERIES.
U-257
MACINNES, HELEN. HIDDEN TARGET : (A/F SPY 11). 1995. READ By :
Windy Marrs. Story of a sinister terrorist group pitted
against a counter terrorist network using a beautiful young
woman as the pawn in a deadly game playing across three
continents.
U-279
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------DEIGHTON, LEN. FAITH : (A/F SPY 09). 1998. READ BY: Jim
Campbell. Bernard Samson is caught between his job as a spy
and the 2 women he loves. #7 in Agent Samson series.
U-292
SKEGGS, DOUGLAS. PHOENIX OF PRAGUE : (A/F SPY 08). 2000. READ
BY: Shel Jacobs. A collection of fine art once held by the
Czech dictator and presumed lost begins to show up at an
auction. Jon Capex, a British operative born in
Czechloslovakia, is set to find out why.
U-440
MILLS, KYLE.

DARKNESS FALLS : (A/F SPY 06).
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Will Golden. Homeland Security recruits the help of a
reclusive expert in oil field disasters to help solve a
major problem in Saudi Arabian oil fields.
U-446
HIGGINS, JACK. THE KILLING GROUND : (A/F SPY 08). 2008. READ
BY: Jim Campbell. The daughter of a wealthy Englishman with
Bedouin ties is kidnapped by her grandfather and taken to
Iraq. British Intelligence opperatives set out to rescue
her.
V-040
BUCKLEY JR., WILLIAM F. STAINED GLASS : (A/F SPY 06). 1986.
READ BY: Leigh Weimers. In a defeated and divided Germany
of the 1950's the CIA agent met in "Saving the Queen"
completes a delicate and dangerous mission involving the
KGB.
V-211
HIGGINS, JACK. NIGHT OF THE FOX : (A/F SPY 07). 1988. READ BY:
Don Ivester. Story of a mission to rescue from hands of the
Germans, a man who knows the time and place of D-Day.
V-298
HIGGINS, JACK. YEAR OF THE TIGER : (A/F SPY 04). 2001. READER:
Frank Duggan. On a desperate mission to Tibet, a scientist
smuggles out another scientist in the only hope of beating
Russia to the moon.
V-300
MEADE, GLENN. BRANDENBURG : (A/F SPY 14). 2001. READ BY: Jim
Campbell. Joseph Volkmann, a member of an elite European
security force, is drawn into the mystery of 3 brutal &
seemingly random deaths. Murderous former Nazis are intent
on taking over contemporary Germany. He is seeking a tape in
Paraguay that will expose the people involved.
W-041
GODEY, JOHN. TAKING OF PELHAM ONE TWO THREE : (A/F SPY 07).
1992. READ BY : Dana Grover. Desperate men hijack a New
York subway train and demand one million dollars ransom.
W-063
GARFIELD, BRIAN. HOPSCOTCH : (A/F SPY 05). 1981. READ By: Fran
Lewis. A supense adventure concerning what happened when an
attempt was made to put a clever spy "on the shelf.".
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FOLLETT, KEN. THE EYE OF THE NEEDLE : (A/F SPY 07). 1984. READ
By: Ann Shepherd. Nicknamed "Die Nadel" for his favorite
weapon, the stilletto, he is the only Nazi spy who knows of
the phony plans for D-Day Normandy invasion.
W-204
ARCHER, JEFFREY. A MATTER OF HONOR : (A/F SPY 09). 1987. READ
BY: Leigh Weimers. In 1966, Adam Scott, an unemployed
British ex-Army officer, inherits a letter detailing Herman
Goering's suicide and two other letters giving him access to
a Swiss bank vault containing a valuable Russian icon. The
icon contains a Russian state secret that both the U.S. and
Russia are interested in obtaining. Scott eludes them with
the help of a number of people along the way.
W-215
CLANCY, TOM. PATRIOT GAMES : (A/F SPY 13). 1989. READ BY:
Joyce Herzog. The CIAs Jack Ryan battles international
terrorists in England, Ireland and America.
W-296
KANON, JOSEPH. LOS ALAMOS : (A/F SPY 12). 2000. READ BY: Don
Ivester. In 1945 Michael Connoly is sent to Los Alamos to
investigate the murder of a security officer on the
Manhattan Project, and to find the security leak.
X-265
HIGGINS, JACK. ON DANGEROUS GROUND (A/F SPY 07). READ BY: Don
Ivestor. As Hong Kong readies itself for return to China in
1997, powerful business interests, including the Mafia, are
searching for a document that extends the British occupation
of Hong Kong by 100 years. Sean Dillon, former IRA terrorist
turned special agent, is on the scene to make sure that
doesn't happen.
X-312
HARRIS, ROBERT. ENIGMA (A/F SPY 08). 2003. READ By: Leigh
Weimers. England 1943. Much of the infamous Nazi Enigma
Code has been cracked. Then the unthinkable happens. The
Germans change the code as an allied convoy crosses the
U-boat infested North Atlantic.
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Y-447
BROWN, DAN. THE LOST SYMBOL : (A/F SPY 13c). 2009. READ BY:
Joyce Herzog. A Harvard symbologist follows an encoded
invitation in the hope of rescuing his beloved mentor who
has been brutally kidnapped.
Z-445
COONTS, STEPHEN. THE TRAITOR : (A/F SPY 08). 2006. READ BY:
Jim Lathrop. Two CIA operatives in Paris try to discover
the identity of a French mole in the Al Queda organization
to access his information.
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